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Abstract 
During action research in a Danish enterprise, a simple manual game was developed and 
applied as a means to deal with problem-causes related equally to issues of production 
management and operator behaviour. The game supported implementation of a new solution 
concept. Concurrently game application was part of a successful performance improvement 
initiative in a complex and relatively large production unit where a number of rather 
unsuccessful improvement efforts previously had been carried out. This paper presents the 
game and it's context, i.e. the physical structure and functional principles, the development 
process and the background for choosing the game as a feasible means. Also this paper 
presents the experiences, the implementation perspectives including some information and 
knowledge concerning the relationships between lead-times, workflow, multi-skilled 
(flexible) operators and efficiency. 

Keyword codes: H.l.O; H.S.3; 1.6.0 
Keywords: Models and Principles, General; Information interfaces and presentations, Group 
and Organization interfaces; Simulation and modelling, General. 

1. BRIEF BACKGROUND- SITUATION AND INTENTIONS 

Bang & Olufsen is a manufacturer of high-end audio and video equipment with 
apprax. 2500 · employees world-wide and sales offices in more than 40 countries. The 
turnover is approx. 350 million Dollars per year. As part of an improvement program, short 
term objectives have been set to a 10% increase in productivity pr. year for the next 3 - S 
years, and the long term objective is to become a world class manufacturer. In order to 
improve the outbound logistics performance, a Direct Ordering project has been initiated. 
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This project includes formulating targets for delivery precision, service degree and lead-times 
for all units of the assembly plant of Bang&Olufsen. The lead-time objective for assembly of 
colour TV's implies that the total lead-time for 98% of the orders should be less than 24 hours 
and a maximum of 36 hours for the remaining 2% of the orders. During an effort of 
performance improvement in the CTV -assembley area, the two authors had become engaged 
in the performance improvement efforts from 2 separate and different viewpoints; The first as 
a simulation expert initiating a simulation study to analyse and conceive the area from an 
angle of workflow and process optimisation, and the other from an angle of strategy 
deployment and performance measurement. 

The results and processes described in this paper are a result of combining these two 
angles of interest. The following case description may be related to a core period of approx. 
six months (March '93 to September'93). This time span will here after be referred to as the 
"case period". 

1.1. Context and Background 
The CTV production area was built and implemented in 1983/84. During the case 

period four major TV-types covering approx. 200 variants were produced. CTV is dominated 
by an automatic material handling system, which is quite complex due to the fact that the 
system is modulized in five different assembly lines (conveyor loops), physically located at 
several different floors, connected by elevators and buffer-lines (the physical length is just 
below 500 yd's). It is operated by between 25 and 60 operators (due to season) with no 
possible visual contact among operators at different floors. The daily production rate may 
vary between 200 to 700 units per day, depending on the season. Each loop is controlled 
separately by individual control systems (PLC's). 

Since the implementation of this system, management of the assembly plant has 
always felt that improvement was possible, and has initiated a number of analyses resulting in 
suggestions for improvement. However, in 1992 many symptoms indicated that much could 
be improved: poor operator utility, significant re-work cost and momentary blocking of the 
production system (no free work space) and full buffer lines, i.e large amount of work in 
process (WIP). In order to locate causes of the symptoms described above and at the same 
time reduce the lead times through the CTV-area, an improvement project was initiated. The 
primary participants related to the project may be identified as the plant management, the 
CTV foremen, the technical staff, the CTV -operators and the industrial researchers. 

1.2. The Conceptual Solution 
The conceptual solution was primarily derived from the new logistic objectives with 

focus on a reduction of WIP (throughput) and concurrently increasing the flexibility. The 
solution proposed was new to management, foremen and the technical staff and represented a 
dramatically different point of view, as it implied an increased focus on behavioural changes; 
furthermore it conflicted with the old "CTV-paradigm" in two significant ways: (a) 
Traditionally, it had been good practice to maintain a relatively high amount of WIP to ensure 
that operators always had enough to do. According to the conceptual solution, the maximum 
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level of WIP was now suggested to be much lower. (b) Traditionally, operators had fixed jobs 
and were "fed" by the system (the TV sets came to them). 

According to the conceptual solution it was now suggested that operators should be 
multi-skilled and mobile: they now had to move to where the TV sets Gobs) were. By being 
flexible they would play an important role in optimising flow and productivity. Opposed to 
this concept was a more "traditional" solution based on optimization of the flow through line
balancing and controlled order release by developing and implementing a new assembly 
control system and increase line automation. 

The industrial researchers argued with management that the proposed solution in the 
long run would be better: ( 1) Substantial investments were necessary if new control systems 
and full-scale line automation were to be implemented, the new solution implied only minor 
investments; (2) Balancing a system with such a variation of output and mix by the control 
systems would never be as effective and robust as the balancing done by a flexible operator 
work force; (3) The solution based on a flexible work force was very much in accordance 
with the desire to initiate continuous improvements and develop a lean production system. 

1.3 Game development context - the overall CTV performance improvement process 
The overall CTV performance improvement process included two partially concurrent 

lines of activity; (1) The initial analysis and diagnosis based on simulation and operations 
analyses may in retrospect be conceived as a pre-project leading the experts to a conceptual 
solution primarily regarding less work in progress. (2) The core project which implied a 
phase of general recognition among management and operators as well as specification and 
implementation of the conceptual solution (as shown in figure 1, the game was part of the 
implementation process). The method and the process are illustrated in figure 1. 

Symptom . 
registration AnalysiS 

l Simulation Conce~tual 
solutiOn 

Method & process 

Align solution Establish a Acceptance Individual lmp.;o.ve1J1ent . 
to existing performance tbrou~th performance actrvtttes m umts 
success cnteria measurement mutual platform gap analysis initiated 

2 l ~system~ ~ ~ 
_ ~- ___ _ GamedeVeiOPnumt ~ 

Specify significance Overall Decomposition Identification of 
and importance in performance of objectives decision variables 
relation to CTV gap analysis 

Fig. I: Outline of the method and process in the CTV -case. 

The major reason that a 2-phase project structure emerged was the uncertainty 
towards the solution found in the circles of management, foremen and technical staff. A clear 
need to "pull" these participants through considerations leading to recognition and acceptance 
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of the solution appeared. The solution concept proposed was based on a concept directly 
linked to reduction of WIP. A reduction of WIP would however, according to the existing 
understanding of the system, endanger operator utility. Even though both simulations and 
other analyses indicated that operator utility would not be sacrificed, the plant management 
and foremen in general were not willing to experiment with solution elements on this basis, 
because they were not convinced of the stipulated effect, and because operator cost was an 
extremely dominant criterion of success. Thus it was clear that the solution had to be related 
to - and shown supportive of - some criteria of success, which were established and thought 
of as important by the participants, and especially the CTV -foremen. 

The shift from phase 1 to phase 2 in the improvement process ( cf. fig. 1) was 
necessary in order to develop a solution which would gain commitment from both 
management and foremen. However commitment could only be gained if it was possible to 
create appreciation of the conceptual solution and recognition of the need for change. In 
retrospect, two certain and interrelated activities enabled a shift from phase l to phase 2 in a 
smooth manner and also worked as levers in the improvement process that followed. These 
were: 1) The ability to align the solution towards criteria of success which were important 
according to management, 2) Proving that current performance was significantly below the 
objectives. 

Top management had emphasised the importance of Direct Ordering approx. 6 
months before the case period, and the pressure for improved lead-times had been increased 
steadily. Thus it was possible to promote the conceptual solution directly as a means of 
providing better performance with respect to an important project. Thus by relating the 
solution specifically to a "hot" performance criteria, it was much easier to create appreciation 
of the conceptual solution. However it was not much worth offering a concept that was not 
needed. Thus the researchers initiated a lead-time performance analysis based on bar-code 
registrations (this system was already available, but was not exploited). The result shook 
management in the CTV area, as a drastic performance gap was identified. The middle 
management and foremen in the area actually rejected the results and considered them to be 
false until they were verified through a "manual" analysis (slips of paper were attached to 
TV's and collected continuously by operators/planners throughout the period). When the 
performance gap was evident, a mutual platform and recognition of the need for change had 
been created. 

2. PROBLEM AND SOLUTION -WHY A GAME? 

Models are developed and applied at different levels of abstraction. Generally it 
seems feasible to distinguish between 3 levels of abstraction: the conceptual, the structural 
and the realizational (operational) level. 

At the conceptual level of abstraction most attention is given to the mission and main 
functioning. Examples from manufacturing are the development of a production management 
concept (cf. Riis, 1990), or the establishment of conceptual models of a manufacturing 
system or part of this (cf. Doumeingts, 1984). The structural level of abstraction deals with 
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the subsystems and their structural relationships. An example from manufacturing is a flow 
chart indicating the relationships between a product and production processes (sequence, 
repetitions etc.). An operational model shows in detail the means to use for realising the 
conceptual and structural models. An example could be a model outlining the choice of 
sf>ecific machining tools to satisfy the process flow from the example above. 

2.1. The game as a model and vehicle 
During the change project many hurdles had to be overcome; to understand the 

functioning of the material handling system, to understand the interaction of operators and 
managers in relation to the material handling system, to develop a solution concept, to 
communicate the solution and its implications, to gain acceptance of the solution, to reveal 
decision variables and to activate the managers and foremen. Model-building was 
continuously a most important element in this endeavour. An overview of the models used in 
the change project is shown in figure 2. 

Simulation 
Lead-time models 

Behavioral models 

Fig. 2: Integration of various models in a game. 

The simulation models were developed as a foundation for the understanding of the 
system and served as a primary means of support when the conceptual solution was 
developed. The lead-time models were graphical representations of the individual lead time 
elements, i.e. mean and distribution related to selected segments of the production system 
(based on the previously mentioned measurement system). The behavioural models were 
linked to the simulation - and lead time - models through the conceptual solution. They were 
in essence descriptions of the desired behavioural patterns and information flows needed to 
enable implementation of the solution. 

However it was necessary to integrate these models into a whole, when 
communication of the solution was to be effectuated and later implemented. This was one 
important reason for developing a game. 

The GTI game was developed because of the need to create an in-depth understanding 
of the solution concept with respect to many different parties. The game was designed as a 
means of showing how different behavioural patterns influenced the lead-time performance 
(mean and variation), even though the system was not changed. Further more the game could 
show how a reduction of variance and mean could be achieved, which procedures should be 
followed, how communication between the different assembley lines were very important and 
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should be pursued, and finally how the event registrations could be shown in graphs and what 
the graphs told. Finally, both management and operators could use the game as part of the 
on-going educational efforts. 

2.2. Choosing to develop and apply a game - specific problems and considerations. 
There were very specific underlying considerations as to why a game could become a 

major contribution to the improvement process. 
One reason was the long range of previous (and unsuccessful) attempts to improve 

performance in the CTV -area. The researchers were convinced that a primary weakness of the 
previous attempts were lacking ability to operationalize the "recipes" combined with specific 
assumptions of variables that were dynamic of nature (variations in mix and flow). Also the 
existing system was designed for taking away initiative from operators working on the line. 
Thus disturbances were imposed directly on the production system as soon as the current 
situation was altered as the current solution (i.e. production system) was not geared for 
dynamic circumstances. 

A second reason was the problems encountered when using simulation and animation 
as a means to explain the solution and convince management and foremen that these new 
principles would be effective and improve performance. As indicated in figure 2, the role of 
the simulation models were significant in the beginning of the change project, but simulation 
and animation actually turned out to have only little effect when it came to the effort of 
gaining overall acceptance and recognition of the solution's feasibility. By playing a game, all 
participants would be forced to experience the solution and it's potential benefits. This would 
persuade them to give it a try. 

Finally, if the conceptual solution was implemented, the game could be used to teach 
operators and management how the solution actually functioned with the particular 
production system, and as such it was a means to assess the system (and the control-logic) 
which had previously been perceived as a "black-box". This would in effect give all 
participants a greater possibility of understanding the solution and recognising operational 
decision variables relevant to the individual. 

2.3. The game development process 
Some very important considerations should be emphasised: It proved extremely 

important to carefully consider what the level of abstraction implied in the game should be, in 
order to obtain the most benefit of the game application, and also which models (dimensions) 
to embed in the game. 

During this and other cases, it has become clear that the modelling and abstraction 
skills of organizational members differ very much, which means that it is important to 
customise models and choose appropriate modelling means. Important modelling variables 
have been isomorphism, visualising abilities and to which extent the model allows 
organizational members to experiment by using models (cf. Morris, 1967). Some authors 
consider games as a single model-entity and may place games per se. at a certain level of 
complexity (cf. Shannon, 1975). However it should be evident that a game should not be 
perceived as one model. It is most often a conglomerate of several different models with 
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separate structural and functional properties which focuses on multiple dimensions e.g. 
behaviour and knowledge, and a game should be used in that spirit. 

The conceptual solution stated that reduction of lead times could be achieved through 
changes in the behaviour of operators and the production "strategy" - without sacrificing 
productivity. These changes were within the scope of the existing system, and no investments 
in new hardware or control systems were needed. Keywords were (and still are) multi-skilled 
and mobile operators and less WIP. This directs the focus of the game on the interaction 
pattern of the material handling system on one hand, and the behaviour of operators including 
the level of WIP on the other hand. 

3. THE FUNCTIONALITY OF THE GAME 

The game simulates the logic of the PLC controlled material handling system, and the 
activities at the workplaces taking the configuration, availability of buffers and operators in 
consideration. The GTI-game has a high degree of isomorphism in relation to relative 
duration of all activities. 

The factual benefits implied in the conceptual solution is revealed through 2 different 
game settings. The first setting reflects the existing situation, and the second setting reflects a 
desired situation. The settings are described in figure 3. 

Setting I - Operator efficiency concept (current 
situation) 
,_. Session characteristics 

Little operator flexibility (mobility) 
Predominant control parameter is WlP on 
the round table (amount for the 2. sequence) 
6 errors pr. 4 game-hours (no special error 
handling procedures) 
Production rate of approximately 30 TV's 
pr. game-hour 

,_. Follow up and discussion - Game 1 
Compute results 
Mean & variation 
Elaborate graphs 

,_. Discuss results and important performance 
patterns: 

Lead time objectives 
Lead time <--> WlP 
Lead time <--> Error handling (WIP) 
Discussion on decision variables and action 
plans for game 2 

Setting 2 -Low inventory concept (desired 
situation) 
,_. Session characteristics 

High operator flexibility (mobile, 
multi-skilled) 
Predominant control parameter is 
production rate (synchronized production) 
6 errors pr. 4 game-hours (no special error 
handling procedures) 
Production rate of approximately 30 TV's 
pr. game-hour 

,_. Follow up and discussion -Game 2 
Compute results (mean & variation) 

Compare to game I 
Discuss performance improvement and 
applied decision variables: 

Flexibility <--> Efficiency 
Flexibility <--> Lead time 
Error handling <--> Lead time 

,_. Discussion on initiation of improvement 
activities in reality 

How to establish synchronized production 
How to increase operator flexibility 

Figure 3: Description of the 2 different game-settings. 
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The monitoring of flow times and efficiency during - and at the end of - both game 
settings will indicate the potential benefit. In order to increase the validity of these indicators 
with respect to real life implementation, the GTI-game was also designed with a high degree 
of isomorphism in relation to the logic which controlled handling of CTV's throughout the 
assembly line. As such, there would be good motivation for participants to effectuate the 
conceptual solution in order to obtain a substantial performance improvement as indicated by 
the game results. Figure 4 and 5 shows a typical profile of setting 1 vs. setting 2 with respect 
to with respect to lead-time performance. 

~ !~ ;:J\~ution-Game 1 

.... 1s 1 
~ 1~ j Mean 

oU-------~--------~· 

Lead-time 

Figure 4: Lead-time performance profile from setting 1. 

Figure 5: Lead-time performance profile from setting 2. 

As the primary scope of this game is the flexibility and behaviour of operators and 
their usage of decision variables, the game design allowed the participants to alter the 
conditions and control the production run during the play time. A number of decision 
variables related to work in process were identified, and strategies for operating as a 
multi-skilled and mobile work force were outlined in order to inspire the participants to 
improve conditions and take action during the game in setting 2. 

3.1. Outlining the game 
The GTI-game imitates the production at only one of the five "real-life" assembly 

lines in the CTV area. The "real life" assembly lines consists of an end-less non-accumulating 
conveyor loop, an elevator system and 19 manually operated workplaces placed along the 
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conveyor. Each workplace is connected to the conveyor by an in-buffer (two CTV's), and an 
out-buffer (one CTV). The assembly takes place on a work table next to the buffers. The 
CTV's enter the assembly line at the elevator system, and are continuously transported form 
workplace to workplace, only exiting the conveyor at workplaces with: 1) the right 
configuration, 2) a free buffer. Depending on the CTV -type the operation sequence may vary 
from one to three assembly steps with different assembly times before the CTV's exits the 
line at the elevator system. 

The GTI-game imitates a rather simple conveyor loop with boundaries to an elevator 
system. There are 7 workplaces with buffers. The production of a CTV is imitated through an 
operation sequence of 3 steps. The conveyor in imitated by a wooden circular table (5 ft in 
diameter) which is manually rotated when desired (mounted on small bearings). The circular 
table is divided into 30 sectors (like a pie), and each sector can carry one CTV. The 7 
workplaces with buffers and the elevator system are imitated by wooden plates and places 
around the circular table. 

CTV's are imitated by small pieces of printed paper, which are circulated upon the 
table (through the system). The printed papers are prepared for logging information (empty 
data-fields) for each CTV, e.g. the status, the operation sequence, assembly times, codes for 
rework, and times for entering and exiting the assembly line at the elevator system. 

The 7 workplaces have the following configurations: 2 may perform the first 
operation sequence, 3 may perform the second, 1 may perform the last operation sequence. 
Assembly times for the 3 steps in the operation sequence are respectively: 25, 80 and 15 
milli-hours (mho). There is also 1 workplace which may perform rework. 

Circulating table: each sector = 5 mho. 

Out-buffer I unit) 
Unit in-process 

Figure 6: Illustration of circulating table with 1 workplace (3 units of WIP in the system). 

The game is event-driven. Events are: the arrival of a CTV from the elevator system at 
the conveyor, stepwise movement of the conveyor (each step is one sector of the circle), an 
CTV entering a free buffer at a workplace, an operator beginning or ending an assembly 
operation, a CTV entering the conveyor from the out buffer and so on. Events may occur 
simultaniously. Each event will usually change conditions for other events and create 
consequential events. The beginning of an assembly will thus, either: ( 1) free an eventual full 
in-buffer and allow another CTV to enter; (2) occupy the operator throughout the assembly 
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time and hence block the work-place. A consequential event will obviously be the end of the 
same assembly. In the same way, the end of an assembly will: (1) initiate the movement of 
the processed CTV into the out buffer and out into the conveyor; (2) allow the operator to 
begin a new assembly operation e.g. on an other workplace. 

The game time is controlled carefully. All future events are organised chronologically 
in a time table, visible for all participants. The game is progressing by continuously: 1) 
Jumping to next event, 2) Executing the event if logic's and conditions allow so, 3) Logging a 
consequential event in the time table. 

In order to simplify the control of time, the duration of all activities are rounded to the 
nearest 5.th mho. The shortest activity is 1 conveyor step, which takes 5 mho and this is the 
basic event of the game. By stepwise moving the circular table, the CTV's are moved form 
workplace to workplace like a conveyor. 

These principles of controlling time and events are known from discrete event 
simulation as an efficient method for reducing computer execution time. In the GTI-game this 
method is used for organising all events in a way that is visible and understandable for all 
participants. Furthermore it allows the participants to pause for instructions or discussions 
without loosing track of events or spoil observations of flow-times. 

3.2. The roles 
The game is designed for 5 - 1 0 participants taking care of the roles and activities 

described in the proceeding paragraph. These roles and activities generate the primary data 
needed to compute the profiles shown in figure 4 and 5. These data are primarily the number 
of units produced and the flow time statistics which are logged on the individual units 
(CTV's). 

The elevator system and the control logic: One or two participants will simulate the 
elevator system and the control logic for inserting CTV's into the conveyor. The CVTs arrive 
to a fictive buffer at the elevator system and are inserted on conveyer when the logic allows 
this. The control logic allows only CTV's to enter the assembly line when the number of 
CTV's on the conveyor is below a given level. This level is determined by the number of 
CTV's which are on their way to the first sequence. CTV's on the way to the second/third 
sequence or on their way to rework or the elevator system after the last sequence do not 
influence this logic. For each CTV the time of entering or exiting the line at the elevator 
system is written on the printed paper in order to calculate the flow-time. The number of 
"tours" for each CTV is calculated every time the CTV passes the elevator system. 

Operators at workplaces: 4-6 participants simulate operators and activities at the 7 
workplaces. They are instructed to check the status of all CTV's passing the in-buffer of their 
workplace. If the configuration is right and the in-buffer is free, the CTV is moved from the 
conveyor into the buffer. If the operator is available at the work-place, the assembly process 
begins. At the same time, the planned "end-time" of the assembly process is calculated in 
order to update the overall time table. When the assembly has "finished" (according to the 
plan and hence the time-table), the empty data-fields on the CTV and the production report of 
the work-place are updated. Then the CTV is moved into the out-buffer (if it's available), and 
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into the conveyor at the arrival of the first empty sector of the circular table. The operator 
may now move to another work-place or begin the assembly of a CTV from the in-buffer. 

Game controller: 2 game controllers are needed. One controls the time table as 
mentioned above. Another takes care of entering rework, and checking the activities in 
general. 

Game status monitoring: A participant or game leader takes care of monitoring a 
number of parameters concerning the production rate and level of WIP. This takes place 
every 100 mho. The game is paused and all participants take part in the process of monitoring 
the amount of WIP, production rates etc. All status are shown on tables on an overhead 
monitor, and the participants simulating operators may discuss strategies and take action for 
the next period of 100 mho. Game status monitoring is done by filling-in, computing and 
updating the production table and the WIP-table. 

The production table shows the total (accumulated over the game period) number of 
units processed from each of the 3 operation sequences (remember the configurations: 2 
workplaces could perform the first operation sequence, 3 could perform the second and 1 
could perform the third). The planned production rates are shown as well. This table indicates 
how the production of the 3 sequences are progressing compared to the plan and to the 
scheduled production rates of each participant (operators). If a sequence is ahead or behind 
plan action may be taken. The objective is to achieve a co-ordinated production rate across 
the 3 sequences. 

The WIP-table shows the number of CTV's for each operation sequence i.e. the 
number of CTV's on the way to sequence 1, 2, and 3. This tabel indicates the level of WIP 
between the sequences and hence, where operators are needed and not needed. Action is taken 
when the level of WIP is high. The objective is to keep WIP at as low a level as possible. 

4. OUTCOME AND TEMPORARY RESULTS IN THE PRODUCTION AREA 

The quantitative results in the CTV -area have been very promising: 1) A reduction of 
lead time mean and variance resulting in an increase in the percentage of units with a lead 
time of less than 24 hours from 21,8 %to 76,1%. 2) No sacrifice of quality and delivery 
levels; no increase in operator cost (on the contrary, indications of an increase in productivity 
measured by output units divided by direct operator cost appear). 

As such, the principles exposed in the GTI-game will be used as a foundation for new 
simple real-time management systems at Bang&Olufsen. 

It should be mentioned that an indication of a slight decrease in lead-time 
performance (compared to the 76,1%) has been recognised after a period of 8 months from 
the end of the case period. This is presumably caused by a the fact that management focus has 
been reduced on this particular performance parameter with respect to the CTV production 
area. 

However, what's more important, the managers have now accepted the low inventory 
concept in practice, and are planning to implement the solution concept in the development of 
new production facilities for audio-assembley. Further more, management and operators were 
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excited about the effect of this simple game and wants to use the "GTI-type of games" as part 
of the improvement efforts and operator education programs in the new production facilities. 
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